We give improvements over fixed parameter tractable (FPT) algorithms to solve the Kemeny aggregation problem, where the task is to summarize a multi-set of preference lists, called votes, over a set of alternatives, called candidates, into a single preference list that has the minimum total τ -distance from the votes. The τ -distance between two preference lists is the number of pairs of candidates that are ordered differently in the two lists. We study the problem for preference lists that are total orders. We develop algorithms of running times 
Introduction
Preference lists are typical elements of psychology questionnaires and social science surveys. In many cases, we wish to combine the gathered preference lists into a single list that reflects the opinion of the surveyed group as much as possible. The Kemeny aggregation problem, introduced by Kemeny in 1959 , is a famous abstract form of this problem [9] . Given a set of m total orders, called votes, over a set of n alternatives, called candidates, the Kemeny-optimal aggregation problem asks for a total order over candidates, called an optimal aggregation, that minimizes the sum of τ -distances from the votes, where the τ -distance between total orders π 1 , π 2 is the number of pairs of candidates that are ordered differently in the two total orders. [4] 16 kavg [5] 16 kmax [5] Figure 1: A summary of the running times proved in this paper and the best previous running times. Only the exponential terms are listed.
Our Results

Previous Running Times
Preliminaries
We use U to denote the set of candidates. A binary relation on U is a subset of U × U . A binary relation R is irreflexive if no (x, x), x ∈ U , is in R. A binary relation R is asymmetric if (x, y) ∈ R, x, y ∈ U and x = y, implies (y, x) / ∈ R. In this article, we only work with irreflexive asymmetric binary relations. We may use x < R y to denote (x, y) ∈ R, and describe it as R orders x before y, .
A binary relation R is called complete if for any x, y ∈ U , x = y, either (x, y) ∈ R or (y, x) ∈ R. A binary relation R is transitive if (w, x) ∈ R and (x, y) ∈ R imply (w, y) ∈ R. A total order is an irreflexive asymmetric binary relation that is complete and transitive. We use T U to denote the set of total orders on U . We use R + for a transitive binary relation R to denote the transitive closure of R.
For any set R ⊆ U × U , we use rev(R) to denote {(b, a) : (a, b) ∈ R}; we may abuse the notation a little bit and use rev((a, b)) instead of rev({(a, b)}). We say that
, is the cardinality of π 1 − π 2 . For a multi-set I over T U , τ (π 1 , I) is defined as the sum of τ (π 1 , π 2 ) over all total orders π 1 in I.
An optimal aggregation of a multi-set I on T U is a total order σ ∈ T U that minimizes τ (σ, I). We use OP T (I) to denote the set of all optimal aggregations. The Kemeny aggregation problem is the problem of finding an optimal aggregation for any given multi-set I on T U . For the case |I| = 1 or 2, any σ ∈ I is an optimal aggregation [8] . Therefore, we are only interested in input instances that include more than two total orders.
We let unanimity(I) denote the binary relation π∈I π.
Observation 1.
[11] For any σ ∈ OP T (I), unanimity(I) ⊆ σ. Therefore, the Kemeny aggregation problem reduces to determining the order of dirty pairs, defined below: Definition 2. The set of dirty pairs of I, denoted by dirty(I), is {{a, b} : (a, b) ∈ π∈I (π − unanimity(I))}.
We use num (a,b) (I) to denote the cardinality of {π ∈ I : a < π b}.
Definition 3. The majority graph of I, denoted by M (I), is a weighted directed graph constructed as follows: for each a ∈ U , we put a vertex in M (I) labeled as a. For each pair of vertices a and b, we put an edge from a to b if num (a,b) (I) > num (b,a) (I), and set its weight to num (a,b) (I) − num (b,a) (I).
Definition 4.
A tournament majority graph of I is a supergraph T M of M (I) whose set of vertices is U , is a tournament, and the weight of any edge in E(T M ) − E(M (I)) is zero.
Dwork et al. observed that σ is in OP T (I) if and only if E(M (I))
− σ is a minimum-weight feedback arc set for M (I) [8] .
It is easy to see that the same observation is true for any tournament majority graph of I: Observation 2. A total order σ is in OP T (I) if and only if E(T M ) − σ is a minimum-weight feedback arc set for a tournament majority T M of I.
For weighted tournament graphs, the search tree algorithm of Raman and Saurabh [12] can be used to find a minimum-weight feedback arc set of size at most k edges in O * (2.415 k ) time. We should mention that the original algorithm is designed for weighted tournaments with edge weights greater than or equal to one; however, the algorithm can be used for general weights if the search is confined to feedback arc sets that have no more than k edges. This variant is specially useful for finding a minimum-weight feedback arc set in tournament majority graphs, since although these graphs can have zero-weight edges, we will show that they have a minimum-weight feedback arc set with small number of edges.
We use MinFAS(G, k) to refer to this version of the algorithm, shown in the appendix. Lemma 1. [12] Suppose that G is a weighted tournament graph and k is a positive integer. Then, MinFAS(G, k) returns a minimum-weight feedback arc set of G with at most k edges, if one exists, in time
Definition 6. For any multi-set I with an optimal aggregation σ, k t = τ (σ, I), k avg = avg{τ (π 1 , π 2 ) : π 1 , π 2 ∈ I}, and k max = max{τ (π 1 , π 2 ) :
Proof. By the definition of k avg , there is a total order in I within the τ -distance (m − 1)k avg from I. Since an optimal aggregation cannot have a larger distance from I, k t ≤ (m − 1)k avg . The triangle inequality proves the second inequality.
We use O * (f (k, |I|)) to denote O(f (k, I) · |I| c ) for some constant c. In the rest of the paper, we assume that I is a multi-set on T U , |I| = m ≥ 3, |U | = n, and T M is an arbitrary tournament majority graph of I.
3 Parameterized algorithms
Parameters k t and k t /m
We base our analysis on the following lemma; for simplicity, we use d to denote |E(T M ) − unanimous(I)| and use k to denote |E(T M ) − σ| for an arbitrary σ ∈ OP T (I).
. Proof. Each of the k pairs (a, b) ∈ E(T M ) − π indicates that π opposes the ordering of {a, b} suggested by the majority. Also, by the definition of dirty pairs, for each of the remaining d − |E(T M ) − π| dirty pairs, there exists a total order in I that disagrees with the pair's ordering in π. Therefore, the number of disagreements of π with total orders in I is at least
Corollary 2 and Lemma 1 prove that we can use MinFas(T M, k t /⌈m/2⌉) to compute an optimal aggregation in O * (2.415 kt/⌈m/2⌉ ) time.
Theorem 1. An optimal aggregation can be found in time
We can also use Lemma 2 to improve the O * (1.53 kt ) running time by Betzler et al. [4] to O * (1.403 kt ). Since m ≥ 3, Lemma 2 proves the following relationship between d and k:
The trick is to use MinFas(T M, k t − d) for large values of d and brute force search for small values of d.
Theorem 2. An optimal aggregation can be found in O * (1.475 kt ) time.
to obtain an optimal aggregation in time
k t we can enumerate all possible orderings of the d dirty pairs to find the optimal aggregation. The running time in this case will be in
In the remainder of this section, we show how to find an optimal aggregation in time O * (3 (d/2) ). If we use this improvement in the proof of Theorem 2 instead of 2 d , we will get the following. Theorem 3. An optimal aggregation can be found in time
In the following we give a search tree algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1, to find an optimal aggregation. We use C t to denote a cycle of length t.
The algorithm gradually decides on the orderings of dirty pairs and uses a set L to keep track of the pairs of vertices ordered so far. Each branch is stopped when either all dirty pairs are ordered in L or the computed L does not correspond to any total order.
Algorithm 1: FindAggregation1
Require: I T M ← a tournament majority graph of I;
Compared to the search tree algorithm of Betzler et al. [4] , we incorporate a tournament majority graph into our search algorithm, and branch on triples of dirty pairs that form a C 3 in T M , instead of all triples of dirty pairs. Using the ideas in the search tree algorithm of Raman and Saurabh [12] , designed to find a minimum feedback arc set, we go one step further, and consider C 4 's whenever possible. Since we will use this search tree algorithm for small values of d, we modify the algorithm of Raman and Saurabh to optimize the running time for small d's. More precisely, in places that they branch on minimal feedback arc sets of a cycle, we branch on all feedback arc sets of the cycle (lines 5 and 7).
/* L has a cycle */ 4 else P ← {π ∈ T Vc : π is consistent with L};
9 let e be a minimum-weight edge in E c ;
Due to space limitations, the proof of running time of FindAggregation1(I) is moved to appendix.
Algorithm 3: FindAggregation2
/* max-weight subset of edges */
Note that for m ≥ 5 the bound of Theorem 1 is better than O * (1.403 kt ), with respect to k t . Perhaps, the reason is that the value of k t generally increases when m is increased, and therefore, k t /m is a more reasonable parameter than k t for large m's.
The parameter k max
In this section, we focus on the parameter k max and show how to improve the running time O * (2.415 ((m−1)/⌈m/2⌉)kmax ) ≈ O * (5.833 kmax ) to O * ((4.829) kmax ). The idea is to work with a total order in I that is close to some σ ∈ OP T (I), and agrees with the majority of I in most pair orderings. The precise algorithm, called FindAggregation2, is shown in Algorithm 3.
The algorithm goes through every π ∈ I. For every π, the algorithm assumes that π is close to some optimal aggregation, and starts the search by deciding on the ordering of the pairs in E(T M )−π, using the assumption to confine the search space. Proof. Since any computed P 2 in line 7 is a feedback arc set for T M − P 1 + rev(P 1 ), P 1 ∪ P 2 is always a feedback arc set for T M . By Observation 2, the algorithm is proved to be sound once we show that P 1 ∪ P 2 is set to a minimum-weight feedback arc set for T M at some point. We suppose that σ is an optimal aggregation. There exists some π in line 4 such that τ (σ, π) ≤ k max ; since otherwise, mk max < τ (σ, I), proving that mk max < τ (ω, I) for every ω ∈ I, which violates the definition of k max .
The set (E(T M ) − π) − (E(T M ) − σ) is among the enumerated S's in line 5, since it is a subset of σ − π and therefore its size is at most k max . The value of P 1 for this S will be (E(
We claim that weight(P 2 ) will be equal to weight((E(T M )−σ)−P 1 ). The weight of P 2 is not larger than weight((E(T M ) − σ) − P 1 ), since (E(T M ) − σ) − P 1 is a feedback arc set for T M − P 1 + rev(P 1 ) that has no more than k max − |S| edges: the two sets
, and in both sets, each edge connects a pair of vertices that are ordered differently by σ and π. Therefore, |E(T M ) − σ − P 1 | + |S| is at most τ (σ, π), which is no more than k max , due to the choice of π.
Consequently, the weight of P 1 ∪P 2 is at most weight(P 1 )+weight(E(T M )− σ−P 1 ). Since P 1 ⊆ (E(T M )−σ), this weight is equal to weight(E(T M )−σ). Therefore, P 1 ∪ P 2 is a minimum-weight feedback arc set in some iteration. This proves that the algorithm is sound.
The FindAggregation2 
By the definition of k max , τ (π, I) ≤ (m − 1)k max . Hence, Corollary 1 proves that |E(T M ) − π| < 2k max , and the running time is bounded by
Theorem 5 improves the best previous running time of O * (16 kmax ) by Betzler et al. [5] .
Algorithm 4: EnumAggregations2
Require: I OP T ← ∅; 
Enumerating Optimal Aggregations
In this section, we give an algorithm, shown in Algorithm 4, to enumerate OP T (I). The key point is to focus on candidates that are ordered consecutively in the goal optimal aggregation. To this end, we define seq(π) for a total order π ∈ I as {(a, b) : for no c ∈ U, a < π c < π b}, and define interval π ((u, v)) for any (v, u) ∈ π as {x : x ∈ U, v < π x < π u}. Our algorithm uses the fact that the seq of any optimal aggregation is a subset of M (I).
Due to space limitations, the proofs of the following two lemmas are moved to appendix.
Lemma 3.
If there exists a total order π ∈ T U that is consistent with R, Proof. EnumAggregations2(I) iterates through all possible orderings of pairs {{a, b} : num (a,b) (I) = num (b,a) (I)}. For any fixed ordering L of these pairs, the algorithm searchs for the subset OP T L (I) = {π ∈ OP T (I) : π is consistent with L}. It divides OP T (I) further in line 4, and look for the subset OP T L,S (I) of OP T L (I) defined as {π ∈ OP T L (I) : seq(σ) ∩ (E(T M ) − σ) = S}. All potential S's are produced in line 4. Line 5 removes those S's that contain two edges with the same head or the same tail, since the seq of a total order cannot contain such edges. Finally, a set P of pairs is computed such that any decision on the orderings of the pairs in P narrows OP T L,S (I) down dramatically. Indeed, Lemma 3 proves that for any chosen R there is either one or zero π ∈ OP T L,S (I) that is consistent with R + . Furthermore, in case there exists one such π, it is consistent with the transitive relation Q (in line 11). Consequently, we can produce all total orders in OP T (I) by going through all possible R's and see if Q becomes transitive and it is indeed an optimal aggregation.
For any chosen T M , the number of iterations with
We will prove in Lemma 4 that |P | ≤ 2k t /m − |S|. Therefore, the number of iterations for each T M is at most 0≤i≤|E(T M )−σ|
Any edge (a, b) ∈ L indicates that σ opposes the preference of exactly m/2 total orders in I. Therefore, |L| ≤ 2k t /m. Since there are 2 |L| possible T M 's, the total number of iterations is bounded by 36 kt/m . {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)} ⊆ Q. Not all the edges in E c are in σ − rev(R + ), since σ − rev(R + ) is part of the transitive binary relation σ. On the other hand, there exists at most one edge in E c that is in R + , due to the transitivity of R + . Consequently, the only potential case is that two of the edges in E c , say (a, b) and (b, c), are in σ − rev(R + ) and the other edge, i.e. (c, a) , is in R + but not in σ − rev(R + ).
Therefore, we know that a < σ b < σ c. If b < π a, then by Lemma 6 (b, a) ∈ R + , which contradicts (a, b) ∈ σ − rev(R + ). Otherwise, if c < π b, then by Lemma 6 (c, b) ∈ R + , which contradicts (b, c) ∈ σ − rev(R + ).
2
Proof of Lemma 4. The idea is to prove that there are at least (|P | + |S|)m/2 tuples of the form ({x, y}, π), x, y ∈ U, π ∈ I, such that the ordering of {x, y} in σ differs from its ordering in π. That gives a lower-bound for k t . Every edge (u, v) ∈ S indicates that σ opposes the preference of u to v in a multi-set O ⊆ I of at least m/2 votes. Moreover, for any w in interval σ ((u, v)) − head(S), each vote in O orders either {u, w} or {v, w} differently from σ. Hence, for at least (1 + |interval σ ((u, v)) − head(S)|)m/2 tuples of the multi-set
the ordering of {x, y} in σ differs from its ordering in π.
Due to the condition in line 5, different edges e 1 , e 2 ∈ S correspond to disjoint groups of tuples. Indeed, tuples of different edges in S have different first elements, since otherwise, either e 1 and e 2 have a common endpoint and there is a vertex in interval σ (e 1 ) ∩ interval σ (e 2 ), or e 1 has an endpoint in interval σ (e 2 ) − head(S) and e 2 has an endpoint in interval σ (e 1 ) − head(S). The first case cannot happen, since the edges in S do have common heads or common tails, and therefore, any two edges of S that share an endpoint must have different sets of vertices in their intervals. The second case cannot happen, since otherwise, tail(e 1 ) ∈ interval σ (e 2 ) and tail(e 2 ) ∈ interval σ (e 1 ) must hold, which is not possible.
Consequently, the total number of disagreements of σ with the total orders in I, which is π∈I τ (π, σ), is at least e∈S (1 + |interval σ (e) − head(S)|)m/2: m/2 · ( 
